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”BUILDING A POWERFUL, PROSPEROUS
AND PROUD COMMUNITY, HEALTHY IN
MIND, BODY AND SPIRIT.”

Youth learn and play at culture camp
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Update meetings in Fall
Focus on

This fall, Haisla Nation Council will host meetings in five different communities to update
members about Council activities and news
from the Nation.

Security

Meetings are currently planned for the last
week of September in these communities:
● Kitamaat Village
● Terrace

In recent months, several members and
staff have expressed concerns over different
security issues in Kitamaat Village.

● Vancouver
● Prince Rupert
● Nanaimo
HNC usually hosts meetings in Kitamaat Village, Terrace and Vancouver. However, low
turnouts in the past in the other two communities - Prince Rupert and Nanaimo - resulted in
HNC discontinuing to host meetings there.
Members have once again requested local
meetings in these communities. In response,
Council will host meetings in these communities this fall. Based on the number of people
who attend the meetings in these communities, council will decide whether to continue to
host meetings there.
Thank you for your understanding. More information, including dates and locations of the
Council update meetings coming soon.

For this reason, in the next few months,
Haisla Nation Council will be taking a closer
look at security in the village for the protection and safety of all who live here.
Earlier this month, we posted a security notice on Facebook and the Haisla website
about usage of the Haisla Recreation Centre
gym facilities. This notice was in response
to safety concerns we had received.
We retracted the notice, however, as we realized we needed to take a more thorough
look at security throughout the whole village
and all HNC facilities.
We apologize for any confusion the notice
may have caused.

Monday, September 30
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Vote on September 4 in HNC By Election
Haisla Nation Council will hold a By Election
for one seat on Haisla Nation Council on
Wednesday, September 4, 2019. The seat is for
a local Haisla resident.
Former Haisla Councillor Lucille Harms is now
the Home Care Coordinator at the Haisla
Health Centre. Her Council seat became vacant in mid April. The successful candidate in
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this By Election will complete Lucille’s term.(2
years).
Updates about the By Election will be distributed in various ways - including the Haisla Nation website, Facebook, and direct mail.
For more information or any questions, contact Lawrence Lewis or Nicole Hajash. Their
contact info is below.
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HNC Dangerous Wildlife Law in effect
Only two members showed up to the Land's Advisory Committee members meeting last Thursday,
July 18 - and those who did, Howard Vroon and
Marni Robinson, had only praise for Haisla's
Dangerous Wildlife Law.

"Ìt's been a painstaking process and I'm very happy where we are at now," Brent said. "We've followed the Land Code very carefully and there
was a very clear process of how we consulted
with members."

"It's very beneficial we are doing this. I'm very
happy to see this coming out," said, Marni, who
works as an Environmental Monitor. "Working on
the sites we do, a lot of my work revolves around
wildlife. I'm surprised at Kitimat's citizen's lack of
knowledge around bears."

The Dangerous Wildlife Law is the first law ever
passed under the Haisla Nation Land Code so it
was a learning process.

The purpose of the Dangerous Wildlife Law is to
protect Haisla members and wildlife. The purpose of the meeting was to gather input and
feedback from members about the law.
The fact that not many members showed up is
probably a good thing, said HNC Assistant Lands
Administrator Brent Robinson, who has been
helping in the creation and passing of the Dangerous Wildlife Law.
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Liz Robinson, Chair of the Lands Advisory Committee, said, "It's critical for us to take what we
learned to get that law moving and apply it to the
next law."
The Dangerous Wildlife Law mainly applies to
bears but covers all wildlife. As per the Land
Code and the law, HNC is finalizing a 'Procedure
for Wildlife Sightings', for on reserve only, which
will be distributed to members soon. As per the
procedures, HNC have an agreement in place
with the Conservation Officers.

Members who see wildlife should call the Conservation Officer first, and if they can't help,
call HNC personnel who have been designated
to deal with wildlife.

mental Management Plan, which is not yet
complete.
Only two bear have been seen in the Village so
far this summer, according to HNC Bear
Aware Coordinator Kim Vroon.

"We're working with the Conservation Officers
because of their expertise," Brent said. "But
there's only three of them covering this vast
area. They told us, 'When there's a call, we
can't always get there.' That's not acceptable to
us."

"We've had one on the village road and one up
the hill," she said. "Neither of them were considered to be dangerous. They were curious
then left."

"We're working with the Conservation Officers
because of their expertise," Brent said. "In a
formal meeting with the CO's they let us know
there's only three of them covering this vast
area. When there's a call, they can't always get
here in time. This is why we need our own
Haisla designated shooters."

The number of wolf sightings have been up
this year, however.

"The shooters are trained to use all non-lethal
methods first. Shooting is always the last resort," he added.

For a copy of the Haisla Land Code, Dangerous
Wildlife Law, and the presentation from the
July 18 members meeting, go to
www.haisla.ca/lands.

Brent reiterated that members should still call
the Conservation Officers first, because
the more calls they get from this area,
the more resources they will devote to it.
During the meeting, those present - all
Lands staff, HNC's Bear Aware Coordinator, all members of the Lands Advisory
Committee and three staff from the First
Nations Land Management Resource
Centre - discussed the main attractant
for wildlife to the Kitamaat Village, which
is the improper disposal of garbage and
fish guts.
The group discussed potential ways to
prevent this problem and support members in proper disposal methods. While
the disposal of waste - such as fish guts is not part of the Dangerous Wildlife Law,
it's closely related.
Lands Manager Tracey Ross said HNC
will address this issue under the Environ7

The group ended the meeting discussing various Bear Aware activities planned for this
summer, including a Grizzly Bear Safety Workshop on Thursday, July 24 at 4:30pm at the
Haisla Administration Building.
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Haisla Driving School celebrates first birthday
There`s lots to celebrate as the Haisla Driving
School marked its one year anniversary last
month on June 14, 2019.

trucks and tow trucks. And Class 4 covers taxis,
ambulances and other larger vehicles.
"Now we offer courses for people just starting out
to people who want to relearn the rules of the
road, or want to touch up on their skills, to people who need specific driving training and licenses for their jobs," Campbell said.

The school has expanded to have two driving instructors, Bert Robinson and Antonio Traverse.
In just one year, they've taught more than 300
students. And just last month, the school was
certified to teach commercial license courses in
addition to regular driver`s license courses.

Not having a Driver's License is well-known barrier to employment, which means it's a big reason
many people have a hard time getting and keeping a job. It's for this reason the Haisla Nation
Council put the Haisla Driving School in place, to
support members and others in Kitimat help
them get the skills they need to find and keep
long-term employment.

"We're really happy," said School Administrator
Angie Campbell. This is something we've wanted
from the start - to be able to teach all the courses
that Haisla members and others in the Kitimat
area may need for day-to-day life and for work."
Throughout the past year, the school has offered:
in-class learners' lessons; in-car driving lessons;
the Graduated Licensing Program (GLP), which
is a combination of in-class and in-car lessons;
defensive driving; and winter driving courses. All
of these are under the Class 5 and 7 licenses, the
type of license commonly held by new or longterm drivers.

The Haisla Driving School lessons are open to
everyone, no matter your background. Funding
support may be available for Haisla members.
Contact HNC Job Coach Tara Paul at
tara@haisla.ca or 778-649-2025 Ext. 6004 to see if
you are eligible.
In photo is School Administrator Angie Campbell
and Driving Instructor Bert Robinson. Missing is
Driving Instructor Antonio Tavares.

Just this past month, however, the school was
approved to teach classes 1 to 4, which covers a
range of driving license required for different
types of work. Class 1 is for semi-trailers. Class 2
is for buses. Class 3 for trucks such as dump

More info at www.drivehaisla.ca
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Guatlap Days Fun
The first ever Guatlap Days took place at
the Haisla Recreation Centre in Kitamaat
Village June 21-23, 2019. Haisla staff,
members and guests enjoyed many activities including a parade, games, musical
performances, meals and a soapberry
making contest. HNC Staff and departments also had information booths for
members to learn about HNC program on
the Friday. Here`s a few photos from June
21, National Indigenous Day.
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Camps are
experience of
a lifetime for
Haisla youth

Forty youth between the ages of 10 and 18 had the experience of a lifetime this summer at the Haisla Culture
Camp, learning about our culture, land and language and themselves.
Two separate camps, each about 10 days long, took
place one after the other, in July. Each camp had approximately 20 youth - a mix of boys and girls - with approximately 10 staff to guide, support and keep the
campers safe.
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Camp Administrator Shelley Bolton said the experience is different for each camper. "Not all
kids are the same. Not all kids have the same
teachings."

being equipped with knowledge and tools to utilize for the rest of their lives," she said. "It's a big
building block in strengthening of their identity
as Haisla. One strong message they are given at
camp is, 'We are the answered prayers of our ancestors.'"

Samples of cultural activities at the camp included singing, drumming, dancing, Haislakala lessons and learning about the location and
traditional uses of native plants. One camper
proudly wore his Devil's Club necklace, which he
made himself while at camp. Another showed off
musical sticks carved from alderwood.

Staff at the camp included
● Camp Administrator-Shelley Bolton
● Cultural Assistant Dustin Gaucher
● Two counsellors - Miriam Windsor & Hilary
Robinson

For fun, the campers played games, swam in the
ocean, collected baby crabs and when they got
really dirty or just wanted a warm soak, they'd
take the 20-minute hike to Weewanie Hot
Springs.

● Haislakala Teacher Donna Grant
● Safety person (Fisheries staff) Len Bolton
● Cooks - Leah Wilson & Donna Grant

At the first camp, some of the youth were asked,
"What's your favourite part?" Most answered, "Everything!"

● Senior & Junior camp counsellors - Sydney
Bolton, Megan Metz & Braeden Brazeau

It wasn't all games though. The youth also took
part in personal growth exercises - individually
and in groups. They practiced meditation and
explored different emotions, behaviours and relationships. For example, they'd discuss and practice how to properly treat people, and how to
apologize for treating people badly.

Many other staff members also played supportive
roles. For example, Coral-Lee Gaucher and the
HNC Fisheries crew. Fisheries staff Everett Smith
and Byron Grant transported campers, supplies
and guests back and forth between Kitamaat Village and the camp, which was is located in one
of the Weewanie Bays.

Some of the youth said they were taught that
when they were overwhelmed with negative emotions, they could help release those emotions by
throwing rocks into the ocean and screaming.

Many community members, also provided support to ensure these camps took place: Wesley
Nyce, Broderick Nyce, Rodney Smith, Vernon
Henry, and Wilfred Bolton.

Campers were also responsible for daily chores
such as cleaning the dining room and the dishes.

"The team we established to make these camps
happen for our children are operating with one
goal in mind, `Do whatever it takes. It's for our
children,'" said Teresa.

"We are really happy with the camps and progress made this year," said HNC Culture Coordinator Teresa Windsor. "We most especially enjoy
the positive feedback and energy the participants
have to share, when they return home to their
families."
"The skills and knowledge these young people
acquire at these camps are substantial. They are
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This is the third summer Haisla Nation Council
has offered free Culture Camps for youth. While
most of the youth were Haisla, some were from
other First Nations. The Culture and Language
Program and Haisla Nation Council will be reviewing the eligibility criteria and cost structure
for next year.

GET TO KNOW HNC STAFF…
Shelley Bolton
Culture Camp Administrator
Until this summer, Shelley Bolton had only
ever worked at the Sunrise General Merchandise store in Kitamaat Village. For the last 30
years, she worked in almost every position in
the store from the counter to cooking to
stocking the shelves, to managing payroll
and staff schedules.
"My family owns the store and I started working there when I was 15," she said. "My
Grandma used to babysit me while she was
at the store."
Shelley hadn't had a job other than working
at Sunrise until this Spring, when she accepted the position of Culture Camp Administrator and started working for Haisla Nation
Council.
"When I saw the ad, I thought 'I'd love that
job'," she said.
She admits she was scared when she applied and then got it. "It took me a while to
convince myself to take that step."
Shelley was familiar with the camps already,
however, as she'd been there twice before as
a guest, when she was invited to teach the
youth singing, drumming and dancing. Shelley has been the group leader of the Haisla
Dance Group, the Spirit of the Kitlope, for the
last 12 years.
"The first time I went to the camp, I was in
awe," she said. "I thought 'I'd love to work out
here - even as a volunteer.'"
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And now, that's exactly what she is doing. In
her position as Culture Camp Administrator,
Shelley was in charge of planning, organizing and promoting the camps for the summer of 2019. She also stays and works at the
camps while they are in session, managing
the day-to-day. While there, she continues to
sing, dance and drum with the youth.
As part of her position, before heading to the
camps, Shelley attended two weeks of leadership and outdoor training in Victoria, BC.
Dustin Gaucher, who is also working at the
camps and is part of HNC's Culture Department, also went.
"We learned First Aid, Wilderness First aid,
Canoe Safety…. They also taught us how to
have fun," Shelley said. "Sometimes as
adults, we forget how to have fun and be silly. We get so busy. We need to know how to
have fun so we can show the youth how to.
We played a lot of games."
Shelley is really happy with the Culture
Camps this summer and believes the youth
learned a lot. It`s been a lot of work, she
said, but totally worth it.
"This year we only had two and a half month
to plan,`` Shelley said. "Next year we`ll have
more time."
Shelley has three kids and two of them are
spending part of the summer with her at the
camps. Her daughter Sydney, 19, is working
as a Junior Guide while Andrew, her youngest son, 10, was one of the youth campers.
While Shelley loves her new job, she said,
she can't help but miss the store too.

Kids at the Haisla Culture camps aren`t necessarily troubled teens, but according to
Dustin, "The direction life goes at this age is
super crucial."

Dustin Gaucher
Cultural Assistant
For the last four years, while working at the
Haisla Elders Centre, Dustin Gaucher, 36,
spent many hours supporting Elders. He
cooked and cleaned at the centre, he drove
Elders to appointments and advocated for
them, and much more. He also listened and
learned - a lot.

Part of his role at the camp, was to be there
if someone needed a little extra help. And he
takes this role very seriously.

"My job there was profound," Dustin said.

Once the Culture Camps are over, Dustin
plans to stay in touch with participants, and
find ways for them all to stay connected.

"Already the kids are saying they`ve learned
so much. They want more and more knowledge," Dustin said. "I care very much for everyone here."

But now, as the HNC Cultural Assistant, he
said, "I'm where I need to be."
Dustin started working for the HNC Culture
Department just a couple months ago and a
big part of his job this summer was working
closely with the youth at the Haisla Culture
Camp.
"My job is to help preserve our culture and
teachings," he said. "The way we can capture
these kids is through our culture. They are
hungry for more knowledge. I'm able to
bridge the gap between the two age groups Elders and youth."
Dustin said he was likely hired because of
his background. He is Haisla and Henuxula.
He also describes himself as a Cultural Fire
Tender and Medicine Man who has been
practicing for over 25 years.
When Dustin was young, he had his own
troubles.
"I was caught between two cultures," he said.
But instead of going to jail, he was sent to a
'Rediscovery Camp' when he was 14 years
old. That was a turning point in his life.
"They structured the camp to wake up the
part of the soul that sleeps," he said. "The
camp helped instill pride in who we are."
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Congratulations
2019 Haisla Grads
Forty-one Haisla members graduated
from a variety of programs this year
and they all worked hard!
Subjects studied varied greatly - from
Dogwoods (high school diploma) to
massage therapy, animation, acting,
business , fine arts, esthetics, hairdressing, baking & pastry arts, and
career development.
According to HNC’s Education and Employment Manager, there’s never been a better time
than now to pursue further education.
She said, “Haisla members are in a great position with all of the opportunities available.
Members can choose to pursue post secondary or enter into a trades program. There are
so many employment opportunities right now here at home. Haisla members are no longer
an afterthought, we are a priority.”
The Haisla Graduation Ceremony took place on June 26 at the Haisla Recreation Centre.

Congrats Active
Measures Grads
Six Active Measures participants
were honoured at a graduation ceremony on June 27 at the Riverlodge
Centre. Active Measures program
staff had much praise for participants and the event was an emotional one for the graduates and their
family members.
HNC’s Active Measures program is a life-skills program to introduce participants to valuable skills which lead to steady and rewarding employment. Another cohort is running this
fall, from September 9 to December 20. Space is limited and applicants are interviewed for
suitability For more info contact Liz Robinson at lrobinson@haisla.ca or 250.639.9361 Ext.
223, or Cecil Paul Jr. at cpaul@haisla.ca, or Ext. 224
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Under the direction of the engineering company,
Integrated Planning & Consulting owner Ted Appleton and engineer Rick Hill, the Haisla Harbour Authority Boardwalk & Wharf head is
nearing completion.
We are very happy and proud of the construction
crew, Rainy Day Renovations, owner Kevin
Smith, for the amazing work they have done.
The Wharf head will be completed this summer.

Haisla Fisheries Update
Summer 2019 is busy
In an effort to collect Haisla harvesting data,
HFC is holding a "Report your Catch" Draw. We
are collecting information on all your fish and
shellfish harvesting on a weekly basis.
Please drop into our office and let us know how
much and what you caught.
We would also like to record your effort, so if you
went out on the weekend or set your net and
didn't catch anything, let us know and your
name will still be entered into our draw.
Every week you come in and see us is the number of entries you will get for the draw.
● 1st Prize $500 Bradley's Bait & Tackle Gift
Certificate
● 2nd Prize $250 Bradley's Bait & Tackle
Gift Certificate
● 3rd Prize $100 Bradley's Bait & Tackle Gift
Certificate
Draw date is December 3, 2019.
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Small Craft Harbours will install the transfer
plates (bridges) between the breakwater sections in the fall of 2019. Boardwalk lighting will
also be installed this fall.
The wharf head bulkhead construction and the
gangway to the breakwater will be installed in
the spring of 2020. We will have our new Haisla
Harbour Grand opening in the summer of 2020!
There is a program available that will help boat
owners to dispose of your derelict or unwanted
vessel.

Haisla Fisheries is playing a supportive role for
this years' Youth Culture Camp. In collaboration
with the Haisla Education Department and Cultural Camp Administrator, Shelley Bolton, HFC
helped set up the Youth Culture Camp for 2019.
The Fisheries Crew cleared the trail to Weewa
Hotsprings, brought out gear to the camp using
our new landing craft and showed the new Culture Camp crew how to set up the canvas tents.
They set up the electric bear fence and helped
install the wood stoves in the tents. Len Bolton
was at both camps this year as the wildlife monitor, level 3 first aider and boat operator. Everett
Smith and Byron Olsen-Grant transported
guests to the camp during both camps in July.
Our Department was unable to hold a World
Oceans Day event this year.
World Oceans Day is one our favourite celebrations of the year where we promote clean and
healthy oceans with youth from the Haisla Community School and C'imoca Headstart. We usually have a beach and field clean up followed by
a salmon BBQ.
This year we were fortunate to get fish donated
to us from Len Bolton and used that to serve the
Haisla Community at Guatlap Days. The Fisheries Department served approximately 130 guest
a salmon BBQ lunch.

The Haisla Fisheries would like to welcome Byron back to our department for the summer.
This is Byron's third summer as our Jr Field
Technician.
Over the years Byron has gained knowledge and
experience in all aspects of our job including
fish identification, stream assessments, fish
habitat restoration work, SO2 air quality monitoring, stream blockage assessments and clearing,
plus cabin building to name some of the experiences thus far.
One of the most important aspects in any job is
safety.
As part of his employment with our department
Byron has completed his Swift Water training,
Small Vessel Operators Proficiency, Restricted
Operators Certificate and Level 1 First Aid.
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AUGUST STREET HOCKEY TOURNAMENT

Tournament format will be round robin, 8 teams per division. Divisions based on age
group. Games will be 4-on-4 plus 1 goalie per team for a maximum of 5 team members
playing at one time. Teams should have a minimum of 8 players and a maximum of 12,
not including the goalie. Games will have 3 to 7 minute periods with 3-minute breaks in
between periods.
Sign up sheets available at Haisla Recreation Centre, by email from Recreation Coordinator Adrian Mercer, and on the Haisla website at:
We need referees and scorekeepers.
Adrian Mercer by email: amercer@haisla.ca or call 250.639.9361 Ext 365

Sign-Up Deadline is
Monday, August 5, 2019

Everyone welcome!
No charge to participate.
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Meet with Job Coach
in Vancouver in August
Attention Haisla Members in the Lower
Mainland! The following HNC staff will
be in Vancouver at the Native Education
College to meet with Haisla clients at
the start of August.
● Geri Budden – Job Coach
● Tara Paul – Upgrading Coordinator
and Job Coach
Dates they will be there:
● Wednesday, August 7
● Thursday, August 8
Call 1.250.632.6151 Ext. 209 or 210 to
book an appointment.
Native Education College is located at
235 East 5th Avenue, Room 105.
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HAISLA GRIEF & CRISIS SUPPORTS
Nakwelagila Wellness Counselling

Community Social Worker
& c’imo’ca Family Services contact
Jennifer Lagace

Outreach Worker (Vancouver-based)
James Harry

First Nations Health Authority
approved counsellors
Ted Altar
250-635-3888

Louise Ormerod
250-615-7908

Deborah McCooey
250-615-6548

Katherine Smith
250-631-6194

Joelle McKiernan
250-635-6707

Northwest Counselling
250-638-8311
Northwest Inter-Nation Family &
Community Services Society (NIFCS)
1-888-310-3311

The Haisla Health Centre also
provides programming such as:

KUU-US Crisis Line
Adults/Elders: 250-723-4050
Child/Youth: 250-723-2040

●Home and Community
health services
●At-home supports

Kids Help Phone
1-800-668-6868

●Patient Travel
●Youth and elder programs
Call the Haisla Health Centre
250-639-9361, Ext. 301

HAISLA NATION COUNCIL
Haisla Health Centre
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